drm-033-tvc-karowitz-breakfast

1.

INT. KITCHEN - SATURDAY MORNING
KAROWITZ (male or female) walks slowly into the kitchen,
half in a fog, sees CORTON (male or female) cooking and
their young child, STACEY finishing her French Toast.
STACEY
Daddy! (Mommy!)
KAROWITZ
Oh my gosh - I can't believe what day it
is!
STACEY
What day is it?
KAROWITZ
Well it looks like you're having American
toast.
No I'm not.

STACEY

KAROWITZ
I mean British toast.
No!

STACEY

KAROWITZ
Is that Russian toast I smell?
STACEY
No, it's FRENCH!
KAROWITZ
French Toast?
Yeah!

STACEY

KAROWITZ
(French accent)
Sa·cré bleu! Then this must be French
Day! Mon dieu! And look at me - without
my beret.
STACEY
Daddy's silly! (Mommy's silly!)
CORTON
If you're done bring your plate over
honey.
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Stacey gets up and brings the plate to the sink. She
turns and runs out the room.
STACEY
I'm going to play!
CORTON
Well, good morning. Or should I say "bon
matin".
KAROWITZ
Okay now you're just showing off.
CORTON
You started it.
KAROWITZ
Fine. Tomorrow I cook (British accent)
bangers and mash. See what you have to
say then, eh missy (gov'ner)?
CORTON
You cook? Promises, promises. And I do
speak English.
KAROWITZ
Well, we all can't be bilingual now can
we?
CORTON
Oh, but you speak "lawyer-ese" so well.
KAROWITZ
Objection your honor. Prosecution is
making the defense look... stupid.
Well said.

CORTON

KAROWITZ
Hopefully I came off a little better
yesterday.
CORTON
That wouldn't be hard.
KAROWITZ
Hardy, har, har. Or should I say "LOL?"
Do people say that?
CORTON
No, honey. One of these days I'm gonna
drag you into the 21st century.
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KAROWITZ
Well maybe you can bring that whole
county with me. I tell you - Faulkner's
spinning in his grave. He probably
thought these kind of people all died
with him.
What? Poor?

CORTON

KAROWITZ
"The poor will always be with us."
JFK.

CORTON

KAROWITZ
No. It's not the poor people that...
CORTON
That are keeping you up all night?
KAROWITZ
What? Oh, sorry. I didn't -CORTON
Hey, we're a team, remember?
KAROWITZ
Yeah, thanks.
CORTON
So who is it? ...It's not the poor...
KAROWITZ
(inhales)
I don't... I don't lionize the poor -CORTON
Oooh - that'll be a quarter.
Corton picks up a mason jar from the window sill with a
homemade sign taped to it: "25 cent words." Karowitz
smiles wanly. Corton's smile fades as she/he pulls the
jar in against her/his stomach.
KAROWITZ
Lord knows I worked with enough of them
on Mission Street. There's no pride in
being uneducated. Or, or unwilling to
make sacrifices to try and get ahead.
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CORTON
I assume this wasn't your opening speech
when they came in to your legal aide
office?
KAROWITZ
But there's no shame in it either. If
school's not important to you and you're
happy just learning how to fix cars then
God bless and enjoy your life.
CORTON
Some of them double wides do look awful
nice.
KAROWITZ
But I don't...
What is it?

CORTON

KAROWITZ
In the city most people just try to
pretend the poor aren't there. I get
that. There's only so much you can do
when you're just trying to survive
yourself. But ignoring is one thing. Here
it's like they're actively trying to get
rid of them.
CORTON
To get shut of them.
KAROWITZ
Yeah. Starting with the Avery's.
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